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ABSTRACT 
From the literature, it is observed that the there is 

tremendous growth of cloud data which is increasing day by 

day in an exponential manner. The cloud data contains large 

files in the form of text, audio and video formats. Therefore, 

for optimizing the search timings for said files, there is a 

need of clustering of data. In the present work, K-means 

clustering is applied for the large data of banking sector and 

for this purpose, Weka and R language are used which give 

optimize results to search the desired information. 

Computed results are depicted through figures and tables. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Data mining is a grey area of the research using the 

important techniques to find out the pattern from the raw 

data set stored over the cloud servers in which servers are 

well connected using the concept of distributed computing 

network. There are two types of learning techniques for 

analysis of data available in the form of the hidden pattern, 

which is important for data analysis one is called as 

supervised while another is known as unsupervised 

learning. Further, a cluster is defined as a collection of 

objects which are similar anddissimilar to the objects 

belonging to other clusters. It is a common technique which 

is used for statistical data analysis in many fields like 

bioinformatics, machine learning, image analysis, pattern 

recognition and many more. In the current scenario, data is 

stored by many organizations over the cloud servers which 

are well connected through network topologies and one of 

the organizations is the bank which stores huge amount of 

data over thecloudservers and the data may be 

homogeneous or heterogeneous in nature.Banks access the 

data from clouds and provide the services to the 

customersaround the 24*7*365 and from that service 

customersget benefit for accessing the accounts and other 

information. Due to exponential growth of internet services 

and innovation of the 5G technology, the 

telecommunication organizations are providing the 5G 

services to the users which is much faster than the 3G and 

4G services and the database can be accessed through the 

hand-held devices like mobile phones, smart watches, 

laptops, desktop and PDA, etc., which are well connected 

through the distributed network system. On these devices, 

the data can be viewed within fraction of seconds. For this 

purpose, various methods are used for searching of the 

desired information from the big data set and one of the 

important methods is clustering of the data and further the 

desired information can be found using the K-means 

technique which is used in the present work on the data set 

of the banking sector. This method is a widely used 

partition-based clustering methods, it can be easily 

implemented and most efficient one in terms of the 

computation of the execution time for K-mean clustering 

group items into k groups. This group is selected because of 

minimizing the sum of squared of distance between objects 

and the corresponding centroid. Let us describe some of the 

important references related to the present work in the next 

section. 

2. RELATED WORK 
Many researchers have studied the clustering algorithms as 

advances in the data management techniques. In this regard, 

Ahmad and Dey [1] have studied clustering algorithm based 

on K-mean for the data with mixed numerical and 

categorical feature on real world data set. Rujasiri and 

Chomtee [2] focused on the effectiveness of the five-cluster 

methods through comparison between them with 

multivariate data and finally founded that methods 

considered were most suitable for cluster analysis. Bharti, et 

al. [3] have proposed a hybrid model of data mining 

technique for intrusion detection and overcome the problem 

of class dominance, force assignment and selection of class 

problem. The performance of the proposed model is 

evaluated over KDD Cup 1999 data set. Srivastava et al. [4] 

have compared two clustering techniques K-mean and C-

mean clustering used for content-based image retrieval 

system. Ahmad [5] also presented the performance of k-

mean clustering algorithm for various values of k, and k is 

the number of clusters using this technique for finding a 

network intrusion detection. Aggarwal and Aggarwal [6] 

have presented a midpoint-based K-mean clustering 

algorithm that gives a solution to the limitation of the 

original K-means algorithm. Chaturvedi and Rajavat [7] 

proposed a new K-mean clustering algorithm in which 

authors computed the initial centroids systematically 

instead of randomly assigned due to which accuracy and 

time improved. Sharma [8] has analyzed the four clustering 

algorithms like K-mean algorithm, hierarchical algorithm, 

density-based algorithm and EM algorithm with respond to 

time to build a model, instance of clusters square error and 

log likelihood by using wekatool.Yuan et al. [9] have 

defined the concept of transaction database clustering which 

is based on K-mean. Institute of Electrical and Electronics 

Engineers [10] focused on performance of different data set 

using fuzzy K-mean clustering in map reduced on hadoop, 

which shows the execution time. Asnani [11] served about 

the cloud computing storage, with the analysis of clustering 

analysis for various business-integrated application. 

Shaaban et al. [12] presented evaluation of K-mean and 

fuzzy C-mean image, segmentation using cluster classifier 
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and discovered using the results which confirm the 

effectiveness of the proposed fuzzy C-mean, image 

segmentation-based cluster classifier. Rathore [13] 

proposed a new modified clustering algorithm and 

implemented by improving the data quality by removing the 

outlier point, and finally compared with the traditional k-

mean clustering algorithm. Abualigah et al. [14] proposed 

multi-objective based text clustering technique using K-

mean which showed the better performance in term of 

accuracy and F-measure comparatively with other 

techniques. Verma et al.[15] improved the clustering 

technique by defining the clusters automatically, and to 

assign required cluster to un-clustered points and used 

backtracking method to find exact number of clusters. 

Chahal and Kaur et al. [16] proposed a hybrid system, which 

is divided into two parts first, cluster the data points using 

K-mean algorithm and second using Adaptive–SVM 

algorithm and classified the training data.  Patel et al. [17] 

compared own cluster algorithm from algorithms like K-

mean algorithm, K-medoids, distributed K-mean, 

hierarchical cluster and density-based clustering and 

describes which clustering algorithm should use in different 

conditions for query for production of best results. Kumar 

et al. [18] also proposed K-mean clustering algorithm for 

automatic detection of the acute Leukemia.  Bansal et al. 

[19] proposed improved K-mean clustering algorithm 

which is to be used for defining the number of clusters 

automatically and assigned the require cluster to un-cluster 

points and improved in accuracy and reducing the time by 

the member assigned to the cluster to predict cancer. Khan 

et al. [20] studied perception of student using of mobile data 

by K-mean clustering algorithm and explored the gap using 

K-mean clustering algorithm.  Kalra et al. [21] proposed a 

framework for datamining of heterogeneous data for a 

multiple heterogeneous data using k-mean clustering on real 

life dataset and analysed the result in the form of clusters.  

Kuraria et al. [22] proposed a centroid selection process 

using WCSS and Elbow method for K-mean clustering 

algorithm in data mining. Rashid et al. [23] outlined a 

method for storage data for health care system and 

preserved privacy using constant key length encryption 

technique to secure data on cloud storage irrespective of the 

type of users. Vats and Sagar [24] evaluated the 

performance of the K-mean algorithm in different ways like 

k-mean (using machine learning library), K-mean simple 

(using java code on map reduce) with Initial Equidistance 

Centers (IEC) and K-mean on spark (Machine Learning 

Library ) on static IP address data sets over the map reduce 

framework. Wye et al. [25] discussed a novel approach to 

localize human location based on the current zone via K-

mean clustering. The K-mean clustering was proposed to 

validate antenna placement to divide the testbed into zones 

using Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI).  ICICCS 

2020 [26] reviewed various outlier and clustering technique 

and after that, problems are identified using the K-mean 

clustering algorithm for outlier detection. Shang et al. [27] 

proposed analysis of simple K-mean and parallel K-mean 

clustering for software product and organizational 

performance using k-mean education sector dataset. Zada et 

al. [28] proposed performance evaluation of simple K-mean 

and parallel K-mean clustering algorithm for big data 

business process and showed that parallel algorithm reduces 

the number of execution and the time it takes to complete a 

task. Omer et al. [29] presented a widely used Markovchain 

based on probabilistic modelling approach and k-mean 

clustering together form a hybrid method for prediction of 

mobile network accessibility and readability.  

3. PROPOSED METHOD 
For applying the K-mean clustering, a data set has been 

collected for the credit/debit cards provided by the different 

banks to customers. Further, the algorithm is implemented 

using Weka and R language. The steps involved in the K-

mean algorithm are given below:  

Step 1: Select the Number of Clusters as K; 

Step 2: Randomly Select the Centre Point as k’s  for each 

Cluster 

Step 3: Assign all the Points to Closet Centre Centroid; 

Step 4: Re-compute the Centroids from newly formed 

Clusters; 

Step 5: Repeat Steps 3 and 4 until reaching Stable Cluster. 

The above steps are pictorial represented in the following 

figure 1. 

 

Figure 1 Pictorial Representation of K-Mean 

Clustering 

The above algorithm is also known as the flat clustering 

algorithm, and it is suitable for the large data sets. In the 

algorithm, sum of the squared distance of the data sets 

would be minimum from the centroid and further it consists 

of less variation inside the clusters, therefore, one can get 

similar data sets inside the cluster. 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Let us implement the above algorithm for optimizing the 

search timings for the long data sets of banking sector, 

which has a large data set of debit/credit cards provided to 

the customer for availing the services given by bank. The 

details of card are represented below in the table 1 which 

contains attributes like ID, Customer, Age, Card1, Card2 

and Card3. Multiple cards are considered as one customer 

may have more than one card. For clustering purpose, card 

number is converting into data point by summing up all the 

digits that is provided in the table 2. 

Using table 2, it is given in bdcard.csv and is used by 

WEKA’s implementation for clustering reasons. Weka is a 

tool for clustering; K-mean clustering is applied in this tool, 

whereas for calculating the distance between centroid to 
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data points. By executing it over Weka, it is observed that 

the time required for developing a model with Euclidian 

distance is computed as 0.02 seconds, and the value of k is 

3. Further, it is noticed that twenty-five instances and five 

attributes are considered for the first clustering, represented 

by cluster0 which has 10 elements, another cluster is 

represented by cluster1 which has 8 elements, and finally 

the third cluster is represented by cluster2 which has 7 

elements. As per 

Table 1 Details of Cards of the Customer issued by Bank

ID Customer Age Card1 Card2 Card3 

101 S1 52 4200778927351900 4492907363241340 4423916322437560 

102 S2 32 4351245711358470 4835263951256210 4139636597873050 

103 S3 44 4200101521325820 4682817921471080 4384717548838970 

104 S4 38 4050453813353890 4503946857111580 4934193188723190 

105 S5 35 4361664384555660 4426437886798500 4331593599718930 

106 S6 28 4183026391245030 4009911666236670 4053467692969280 

107 S7 25 4874657217235480 4690062165422420 4129564158434530 

108 S8 43 4053057452828780 4086269975915990 4153727943447130 

109 S9 36 4153727943447130 4367063511982550 4071956557833210 

110 S10 27 4275688577132560 4800024388761150 4392132741528100 

111 S11 45 4809729378151410 4247913936211590 4490293574881720 

112 S12 42 4009162922114070 4750324891411770 4194291258997530 

113 S13 30 4445466134688480 4828609892739930 4154868788586040 

114 S14 47 4782495158244830 4853907545314310 4629317268614880 

115 S15 53 4926851896119880 4414018673565270 4338473626563550 

116 S16 55 4321402897333950 4366718211745060 4124422612745050 

117 S17 50 4819825422548530 4148244593838090 4079566211668550 

118 S18 48 4476131559731100 4165021232865680 4811964665957910 

119 S19 25 3733803757525570 4190874265258930 4510461921512960 

120 S20 33 4449521734654070 4148815184118600 4148931417744020 

121 S21 39 4843288947855130 3728929234194840 4472372596232140 

122 S22 44 4906992218896500 4252335329317210 4471306376741890 

123 S23 34 4758977475625990 4070622149611660 4085046159573380 

124 S24 29 4912716221948540 4121866593879090 4471306376741890 

125 S25 40 4605826661673470 4314679136824100 4038581676739020 
 

Table 2 Conversion of Details of Cards into Data Set 

ID Age Card1 Card2 Card3 

101 52 73 64 66 

102 32 61 70 89 

103 44 42 74 91 

104 38 67 73 80 

105 35 80 86 84 

106 28 59 71 89 

107 25 65 59 67 

108 43 84 69 91 

109 36 65 68 72 

110 27 84 58 54 

111 45 77 73 81 

112 42 48 70 80 

113 30 82 96 86 

114 47 82 70 76 

115 53 94 68 79 

116 55 66 70 57 

117 50 70 72 72 

118 48 61 61 85 

119 25 76 82 75 

120 33 73 68 66 

121 39 79 83 65 

122 44 87 57 100 

123 34 101 60 76 

124 29 65 79 71 

125 40 75 62 78 
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Figure 2 Cluster Formation by Weka’s Tool 

the Weka’s implementation, the above figure 2 gives  

information about the computation time of 0.02 seconds 

cluster formation of similar kinds of data points which may 

lead to desired information in the optimized time. Further, 

the above data represented in the table 2 is clustered using 

R language. The details str(df), head(df) and df which are 

shown below in the figure 3. It is observed that R language 

provides a variety of libraries related to the Statistical 

methods alongwith excellent Weka’s implementation as 

shown in the figure 2 for computing environment especially 

related to the Statistical methods. It is used a programming 

tool for importing and cleaning of the data so that one can 

search the desired information within fractions of seconds. 

With the help of the R programming language, one can 

cluster data points using the K-mean with Euclidian 

distance to produce three clusters: Cluster1 has 11 elements, 

Cluster2 has 8. elements, and Cluster3 has 6 elements. In 

addition, one can obtain cluster mean, clustering vector, and 

cluster identification for each observation, as represented in 

the figure 4.  After that, one can get the confusion matrix of 

Age with its cluster and for plotting a cluster, Age and Card1 

attributes are considered, and confusion matrix are shown 

below in the figure 5 and re-centering of the data points is 

represented in the figure 6.  

 
Figure 3 Creation of Data Frames by R Language 

Scheme:       weka.clusterers.SimpleKMeans -init 0 
-max-candidates 100 -periodic-pruning 10000 -min-

density 2.0 -t1 -1.25 -t2 -1.0 -N 3 -A 
"weka.core.EuclideanDistance -R first-last" -I 500 -

num-slots 1 -S 10 
Relation: bdcard,  Instances: 25 Attributes: 5 

              ID, Age, Card1, Card2, Card3 
Test mode:    evaluate on training data 

=== Clustering model (full training set) === 
kMeans 
====== 

Number of iterations: 7 
Within cluster sum of squared errors: 

5.023034233086975 
Initial starting points (random): 

Cluster 0: 114, 47,82,70,76 
Cluster 1: 113, 30,82,96,86 
Cluster 2: 121, 39,79,83,65 

Missing values globally replaced with mean/mode 
Final cluster centroids: 

                         Cluster# 
Attribute    Full Data          0          1          2 
                (25.0)    (10.0)      (8.0)      (7.0) 

=======================================

================ 
ID                 113      114.5     106.75        118 

Age              39.68       48.8     35.625    31.2857 
Card1            72.64       79.5         63    73.8571 
Card2            70.52       66.4         76    70.1429 
Card3             77.2       78.3     83.875         68 

Time taken to build model (full training data): 
0.02 seconds 

=== Model and evaluation on training set === 
Clustered Instances 

0      10 (40%) 
1       8 (32%) 
2       7 (28%) 
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Figure 4 Identification of Clusters through R Language 

Finally, a cluster card is created by the R language which is 

represented in the figure 7. In the above, it is represented 

that data points having similarities are grouped together for 

finding the desired information by the user in the optimized 

time frame and these groups are three and above concept is 

very useful for the search of information available in the 

large files in the form of text, audio or video.  

 

Figure 5 Confusion Matrix by R Language 

Figure 6 Re-centering of Data Points by R Language 
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Figure 7 Creation of Cluster Card for Data Points by R 

Language 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
It is fact the K-mean clustering is very useful for handling 

the large data sets available over the clouds and day by day, 

it is having exponential growth. The large files may be in 

the form of text, audio and video formats. From the above 

work, it is concluded that the Weka and R language are very 

efficient tool and programming language, respectively for 

optimizing the search timings for these files which is the 

need of the customer in the present scenario. The concept of 

clustering has been implemented on the case study of cards 

issued by the banks to the customers and computed the time 

for formation of clusters as 0.02 seconds. The present work 

may be extended for the large finite data sets of any 

organization. 
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